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Abstract

An analytical model is developed for laser operation from erbium doped silicon. The

mechanism of erbium excitation through Shockley-Read-Hall (SRH) recombination

process in silicon is analyzed for conditions of achieving the lasing threshold. Stimulated

and spontaneous emission and the stimulated absorption of light by erbium under

different conditions are determined. The effects of erbium concentration, background

doping, erbium lifetime, loss coefficient, cartier lifetime etc. are investigated on the light

output. Enhancement of the absorption coefficient of light with the increase of carrier

injection is studied. Rate equations for the excited erbium atom and photon density are

solved for determining the dynamic characteristics of laser. The steady state values for

excited erbium atom and photon density are determined as a function of the excitation

current. Sinusoidal small signal variation is added to the steady state current density and

modulation transfer function is determined to evaluate the frequency response

characteristics and 3-dB cutoff points. It is found that bandwidth of erbium doped silicon

laser is of the order of hundred MHz range, which increases with the output power level.

Numerical solution of the rate equations for large signal is done for studying the transient

behavior and tum-on time of the laser. The laser tum-on time is found to reduce with the

increasing excitation level.
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CHAPTER ONE

Introduction

1.1 Silicon Photonics

Silicon is the most important semiconductor material in today's microelectronics

technology. Because of its good mechanical, chemical and electrical properties and

continuous improvement in scale integration, this semiconductor has proved to be the

best choice in satisfying the increasing demand for more complex integrated circuits. But

with the increase of scale integration, the number of devices per chip increases by

reducing the device size and increasing the chip area and also there is an increase in

clock frequency. As the chip size and complexity increase, interconnection needs more

space and difficult to accommodate which is a bottleneck towards the miniaturization

and high speed operation of integrated circuit. So a complete integration of opto-

electronic devices on silicon IC chip may be an effective solution to overcome these

hurdles. In this scheme, electrical signal is converted by light emitter to optical form and

transferred to another part of the chip. The optical signal is then detected at the receiving

end and converted back to the electrical signal by a photodetector. Optical system offers

enormous bandwidth which is suitable for high speed data transmission. Optical

transmission is free from any ambient electrical noise, electromagnetic interference, and

echoes or cross-talk. Thus optical interconnection offers a high degree of flexibility and

versality.

Silicon devices constitute most of the integrated circuits in present day technology. But

using conventional IC technology, integration of group III-V heterojunction LEDI

LASER on silicon chip is complicated and very expensive. Hybrid solutions are

expensive and often become ineffective. Furthermore, compound semiconductors fail to

grow epitaxially on crystalline silicon. If silicon be considered as light emitting

components, problems of monolithic integration between optoelectronics and



microelectronics will be removed. But due to the indirect nature of its energy band

structure, bulk silicon is indeed not a good light emitter. Achievement of efficient light

emission from crystalline silicon is now being considered as one of the most crucial steps

towards the development of fully silicon-based optoelectronics functionality. Several

optical functions such as laser, amplifier and optical modulator have been shown to be

achievable from silicon [1].

1.2 Luminescence in Silicon from Erbium

The issue of silicon as light source is still at elementary stage. Several different

approaches such as band gap engineering, addition of isovalent impurities, use of porous

silicon, etc. are being attempted to overcome this drawback. Incorporation of rare earth

element erbium into silicon is considered to be one of the most promising approaches in

order to obtain light from silicon. The erbium ion, when incorporated in Si in the

trivalent charge state shows an intra-4{ shell atomic transition between the first excited

state 411312 and the ground state 411512 and emits photon at a wavelength of 1.541lm. This

wavelength matches to the minimum of the light absorption spectra in silica-based

optical fibers. Again, silicon band gap energy is much higher than the photon energy at

this wavelength and hence silicon becomes transparent. This avoids the cross-link effect

on device performances.

Although erbium doped silicon shows above mentioned promising results, this field

remained unexplored for several years due to the lack of room temperature (RT)

luminescence. Erbium also suffers low solubility limit in silicon. Problem of limited

solid solubility has been overcome by the use of solid phase epitaxial recrystallization

following the ion implantation process [2]. Recently observation of photoluminescence

[3] and electroluminescence [4] at room temperature has opened up the renewed

enthusiasm on erbium doped silicon devices. Prospect of erbium doped silicon laser has

little bit explored. Since erbium has longer decay lifetime from 411312 state to the ground

state, it has a scope of population inversion. For optimized conditions of pumping actions

and minimized non-radiative competition, it may be possible to achieve population

inversion and lasing action in erbium doped silicon [I]. Thus the rare earth element

erbium may play an important role in the development of silicon based laser and other

optoelectronic devices capable of operating at GHz frequency level.
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1.3 Literature Review

Light emission from silicon is a long quest for the last few years and extensive research

works have been done on this issue. In 1983, Ennen et al. [5] have pointed out the

potential applications of rare earth elements in semiconductor materials particularly in

silicon for the development of light-emitting diodes and lasers. They also showed that

erbium is a promising dopant of all rare earth elements because it shows a sharp atomic-

like luminescence at 1.54 11m wavelength and this luminescence was fairly independent

of the host material. This phenomenon makes the Si:Er system very attractive for silicon

based optoelectronics.

Ennen et al. [6] and Tang et al. [7] carried out photo emission analysis from erbium in

silicon. They demonstrated that most of the optically active Er3+ ions have tetrahedral or

lower site symmetries on interstitial lattice sites in Si. Enhancement of luminescence in

the presence of impurities such as 0, C, N, F or Br has been found by a number of

authors. Michel et al. [3] found a large enhancement of luminescence intensity by

introducing oxygen. They also showed that erbium photoluminescence vary for FZ and

CZ materials at higher annealing temperatures. By using Extended X-ray Absorption

Fine Spectroscopy (EXAFS) analysis, Alder et al. [8] found that the impurities modify

the chemical surrounding of Er in Si and form erbium impurity complex. Since 0

activates erbium optically, researches are very much interested in Si:Er system with 0

co-dopant.

Erbium has demonstrated to present donor behavior in silicon [9]. It was pointed out that

oxygen co-implant enhances Er activity (10-1 I]. They suggested that this donor behavior

might be the result of the formation of Er-O complexes in EDS. Based on these results,

Priolo et al. (11] suggested that electrical and optical activation of Er in Si could be

correlated, i.e., the Er donor behavior might be associated with the Er3+ state. Coffa et al.

(12] also showed that incorporation of oxygen increases the electrical and optical

activation of Er in Si. Lombardo et al. [13] evaluated erbium luminescence both under

forward and reverse biased condition using electrical excitation. They pointed out that

luminescence intensity under reverse bias is higher than under forward bias.
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One of the major limitations of Si:Er system is that its intensity falls sharply with

increasing temperature. This phenomenon is called temperature quenching. Libertino et

al. [10], by using DLTS and SRP measurements showed that only 1% of the total amount

of erbium ions introduce a level at 0.15 eV below the silicon conduction band while most

of them introduce much shallower level. These shallow levels are hindrance to achieve

erbium luminescence at high temperature. Coffa et al. [12] demonstrated that emission of

electron from the erbium trap level to the conduction band is responsible for reduced

erbium luminescence. Priolo et al. [14] demonstrated that the dissociation of bound

excitons results temperature quenching.

Kik et al. [15] performed luminescence decay measurement within the temperature range

of 12K to 170K. They observed that the luminescence intensity decreases by three orders

of magnitude as temperature rises from 12 to 150K. They pointed out that thermalization

of bound excitons and non-radiative energy back transfer process is responsible for

temperature quenching.

Priolo et al. [14] and Coffa et al. [12] demonstrated that co-doping with impurities such

as 0, C or F reduced temperature quenching significantly. They showed that different

impurities produce a different reduction in the concentration of erbium-related deep

levels. Since these deep levels act as efficient recombination centers for carriers,

reduction of these levels would produce an increase in the lifetime and hence a reduced

temperature quenching.

Franzo et al. [4] observed room temperature electro luminescence from Er and ° co-

doped crystalline p-n Si diodes under both forward and reverse biased conditions. They

suggested that Er excitation occur through electron-hole. mediated processes under

forward biased conditions and through impact excitation under reverse biased condition.

They found that temperature quenching could be significantly reduced while operating

under reverse biased condition.

Shin et al. [16] showed the effect of short excitation pulse on erbium luminescence. They

demonstrated that erbium atom continues to excite for some times even after the

excitation pulse is tumed off. From this phenomenon, they concluded that Er3+ ions in Si

4



are excited by recombination of carriers trapped at a state in the forbidden gap 'of Si and

supported the involvement of bound exciton for erbium excitation in silicon host.

To the best of our knowledge, no work has been done on the possible achievement of

laser action from erbium doped silicon. Xie et al. [I] studied the stimulated emission and

light amplification for erbium doped silicon structure. They showed that the threshold

population inversion for laser action is theoretically possible to achieve in overly.

optimistic case.

1.4 Objective of the Thesis

The goal of this work is to develop an analytical model for erbium doped silicon laser

diode. Possibility of laser operation from EDS medium will be investigated. Threshold

current density for lasing will be determined. Power output versus current density

characteristics of EDS laser will be developed from time independent rate equations.

Effect of erbium concentration, background doping, erbium lifetime, carrier lifetime, loss

coefficient etc. on light output will be discussed. At high level of carrier injection, loss

coefficient does not remain constant. This effect will be analyzed on light output. Rate

equations will be solved for small-signal in order to evaluate the performance of EDS

laser as a direct analog modulator. Numerical simulations of the rate equations will also

be done to get a look of the transient behaviors.

1.5 Organization of the Thesis

This thesis consists of six chapters. Chapter one describes the necessity of silicon based

optoelectronic devices and objectives of the present work.

Chapter two deals with band structure of materials, optical properties of erbium in

silicon, literature review on erbium doped silicon (EDS) system, excitation and de-

excitation mechanism of erbium ions, Shockley-Read-Hall recombination kinetics and

probability of electron occupied erbium site.

Chapter three discusses the elementary theory

inversion, condition of lasing threshold etc.

5
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In chapter four, mathematical model for erbium doped silicon laser has been developed.

Output power and small signal modulation transfer function have been determined. The

derivations present an understanding of the important parameters in the model.

Chapter five demonstrates the result for the model equations presented in chapter four.

Effects of various parameters have been explained with graphical presentation.

Chapter six gives a short outlook of the result presented in chapter five and proposes
some recommendations for future works in this area.
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CHAPTER TWO

Erbium Luminescence

In this chapter, an introduction is given about silicon with erbium doping for light

emission and the resulting energy levels with the possible atomic transitions. Direct and

indirect bandgap structure, excitation and de-excitation mechanism of erbium atoms in

silicon host, Shockley-Read-Hall (SRH) generation-recombination kinetics etc. are

discussed in brief. Steady state and time dependent probability of erbium site occupied

by electron are presented.

2.1 Direct and Indirect Bandgap

Depending on the energy band structure (E-k diagram), semiconductor materials are

classified into two types: direct bandgap and indirect bandgap semiconductor. The

energy vs. propagation constant curve (E-k) for two typical cases is shown in Fig. 2.1. In

direct bandgap semiconductor, the minimum of the conduction band lies directly above

the maximum of the valence band in k-space. Here, an electron at the conduction-band

minimum can recombine directly with a hole at the valence band maximum and conserve

momentum. The energy of the recombination across the bandgap will be emitted in the

form of a photon. This is radiative recombination and also called spontaneous emission.

InP, OaAs, lnAs etc. are the examples of direct band gap materials and suitable for light

emitting devices.

In indirect bandgap semiconductors, the conduction band minimum and valence band

maximum have different propagation constant k. Here direct transition across the

bandgap does not conserve momentum and is forbidden. Recombination occurs with the

involvement of a third particle like phonon or a crystallographic defect which allows for

the conservation of momentum. The recombination will often release the bandgap energy

7
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Fig.2.1 E-k diagram for direct and indirect bandgap material.

as phonons instead of photons. So, light emission from indirect semiconductors is very

inefficient and weak. Examples for indirect material include Si, Ge, and AlAs etc.

2.2 Erbium in Silicon
Erbium is a rare earth element belonging to the lanthanide group and it is so far the best

optical dopant in silicon for efficient light emission. It generally has the trivalent charge

state Er3+ when embedded in a solid, losing two electrons from the outermost 6s shell

and one electron from the 4/ shell and it has then an electronic configuration of Xenon

[Xe ]-41'. The incompletely filled 4fshell of the Er3+ ion allows different electronic

configurations with different energies due to spin-spin and spin-orbit interactions. For a

free Er3+ ion, the radiative transitions between most of these energy levels are forbidden.

But when Er is incorporated in a solid, for example silicon, perturbation of the 4f wave

functions by the surrounding material occurs which cause Stark-splitting of the different

energy levels. This result in a broadening of the optical transitions making radiative

transitions weakly allowed. The schematic energy level diagram of Fig. 2.2 shows the

Stark-splitting of Er3+ ion embedded in silicon.
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Fig. 2.2 Schematic representation of the Er)+ intra 'V'energy levels.

2.3 Transition from Er3+ at 1.54 /l-m
The transition from the first excited state of Er)+ (411J/2) to the ground state (4115/2) gives a

photon of wavelength 1.54 J.lmwhich is represented by the small thick arrow in Fig. 2.2.

As the 'V -shell is shielded from its surrounding by 55 and 5p shells, this emission

wavelength is not very sensitive to the host material. The decay time for the 1.54 J.lm

transition is long which is about a few milliseconds. Once the Er is excited to one of its

higher levels. it then rapidly decays to the 4113/2 level via multi-phonon emissions. The

long decay time of the first excited state 411J/2 provides the possibility of having

population inversion and constructing a laser from erbium doped silicon structure.

However, the probability for stimulated emission is quite small because of low optical

gain. Also there are several non-radiative processes competing with the radiative de-

excitation which are explained in the section 2.6. The large transition energy (0.8 eY) of

the first excited state of Er makes the multi-phonon emission unlikely and efficient

emission at 1.54 J.lmmay be possible.

2.4 Excitation Mechanism of Erbium in Silicon
Exact mechanism of erbium excitation from ground state (4115/2) to the first excited state

(411J/2) is yet to be unknown. When erbium is doped with an impurity, a trap level is

fom1ed at 0.15 eY below the conduction band. This trap level acts as recombination

centre for erbium excitation. It has been suggested that excitation of Er atoms from

silicon host is a carrier mediated process (16-22]. Palm et al. [19] proposed that electrol1-

9
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hole pair forms bound exciton due to eoloumb attraction between them. Recombination

of the bound exciton near the erbium related level gives up energy which is responsible.. - ..

for erbium excitation. The same excitation mechanism has also been suggested by Shin

et al. [16] and Coffa et al. [20]. Huda et al. [21] proposed another excitation model of

erbium luminescence based on Shockley-Read-Hall (SRH) recombination kinetics.

According to their model, after the generation of excess carrier either by optical or

electrical excitation, electrons from the conduction band recombine with holes from the

valence band via erbium related trap levels. The energy given up due to recombination

excites erbium atom. The erbium atom can then decay radiatively, resulting in 1.54 Ilm

luminescence .

.Franzo et al. [22] proposed a different excitation mechanism of erbium atom in reverse-

biased p-n junction diode. At reverse bias, the E~+ ions are excited by the hot carrier

impact excitation mechanism. When the p-n junction is reversed biased, the electrons

tunnel from the p-side of the junction to the n-side if the applied field is high enough.

Then they will get accelerated at the other side of the depletion layer by the applied

electric field and become hot electrons. When a hot electron with kinetic energy higher

than the energy difference between the ground state (411512) and the first excited state

(411312) of Er3+ colloids with another Er3+ ion, the second Er3+ can be excited by this

impact process.

2.5 De-excitation Mechanism of Erbium in Silicon
There are two kinds of possible de-excitation mechanisms for the excited erbium atom to

come to the ground state (411512). The first one is radiative de-excitation with a life time of

approximately 1 ms [I]. This de-excitation process is responsible for light emission. The

second one is non-radiative de-excitation which does not produce any light. Here instead

of emitting a photon, the energy given up due to transition is wasted as heat. The

radiative de-excitation between the first excited state (411312) and the ground state (411512)

of Er3+ ions emits photon at wavelength of 1.54 Ilm. This transition level is required in

our device and this is the active level where the laser action may take place. Thus to have

an efficient luminescence, it is important to suppress the competing non-radiative de-

excitation processes which limit the light emission from erbium because of the long

decay time of the 411312 state.

10



Depending on the way of dc-excitation, non-radiative dc-excitation of crbium in silicon

has been categorized into two different classes such as (i) impurity Auger dc-excitation

and (ii) energy back transfer. Fig. 2.3 demonstrates the various impurity Auger de-

excitation processes.

Silicon

Ec_l_
Ed--------------.

E,------

(a)

Erbium Silicon

Ec------

4

Ea--------------.

E, I

Erbium

(b)

~:-- .-..----.1-- --------.

(c)

Ec------

(d)

Fig. 2.3 Schematic representation of impurity Auger de-excitation processes for Er in Si:

(a) Auger de-excitation with free electrons, (b) Auger de-excitation with free holes, (c)

Auger de-excitation with bound electrons, and (d) Auger de-excitation with bound holes.

(i) Impurity Auger De-excitation: In this process, excited Er)+ ion de-excites by giving

its energy to a free electron in the conduction band or to a hole in the valence band or

carriers bound to shallow donor or acceptor level. By absorbing this energy, free carriers

or bound carriers go to the higher energy state. Depending on the recipient of the energy,

Auger process can be classified into following two groups.

(a) Impurity Auger dc-excitation with free carriers: The de-excitation probability of

erbium atoms through this process is proportional to the concentration of free carriers. So

a lifetime corresponding to this process is defined as inversely proportional to the free

carriers. Priolo et al. (17] has mathematically expressed this process by

I I

o
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1
- = C Ac n for n-type Si
rAj

1- = CAh P for p-type Si
rAJ

.where r AI is the decay lifetime, CAe and CAh are Auger coefficient for free carriers, nand

P are the free electron and hole concentrations respectively.

(b) Impurity Auger de-excitation with bound carriers: In this case the de-excitation

rate is directly proportional to the number of carriers bound to shallow donor or acceptor

level. So as before this effect can be expressed as

_1_ = CAbe nb for n-type Si
rAb

1- = C AbhPb for p-type Si
rAb

where C Abe and CAbh are Auger coefficients for bound carriers, and nb and Pb are the

concentration of carriers bound to donor and acceptor levels respectively.

(ii) Energy Back Transfer: In this process, the energy given up by the non-radiative

decay of excited erbium atom promotes an electron from the valence band to the erbium

related level in the silicon bandgap. This process is exactly the reverse of excitation and

hence has been named energy back transfer since energy is being transferred back

through the same path. The extra energy needed to complete this process (tiE) is given

by phonons. Fig. 2.4 illustrates the energy back transfer mechanism.

Silicon Erbium

Ec ----------
----------- ------------} 6E=O.15eV------r--- ------------ 4---..---- 11312

0.8 eV

Fig. 2.4 Schematic representation of energy back transfer process
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The phonon participation makes this non-radiative process thermally activated. The

energy back transfer process is characterized by activation energy of 0, IS eY and hence

must always be completed by thermalization of electron trapped at Er-related level to the

conduction band [17]. Priolo et al. [17] has mathematically expressed this process by

defining a lifetime related to energy back transfer process as follows

_I =woexp(- 0.15eV)
'hI kT

where Wo is the fitting parameter per second.

All these non-radiative de-excitation processes are expressed all together by a non-

radiative decay lifetime, nOMod as follows

I I I I--=-+-+-
'nonrad 'AI TAb 'bl

(2.1 )

All the above-mentioned non-radiative decay processes lower the amount of Er atoms in

the excited state. Hence one needs to increase the number of excess carriers by

increasing the injection current or optical excitation in order to get a population inversion

and have laser action.

2.6 ShockJey-Read-Hall (SRH) Generation-Recombination Kinetics

According to Shockley-Read-Hall (SRH) recombination kinetics, there are basically four

processes involving generation and recombination of electron-hole pairs [23]. These

processes are as bellows:

(i) Electron capture: The rate of electron capture from the conduction band to the trap

level is proportional to the number of electrons available for capture and the density of

the empty trap level. If the probability of a trap level filled by an electron is j" then

probability of a trap level to be empty is (\ -f,). The recombination rate for the electron is

given by

Rn = cnnN,(\ - j,)

where Cn is the capture coefficient for electrons, n is the free electron concentration and

Nt is the total trap level per unit volume.

13



(ii) Electron emission: The rate of electron emission from the trap level to the

conduction band is proportional to the trap levels that are filled by electron. Thus the rate

of free electron generation is given by

Gn =enNJ,

where en is the emission coefficient.

c m_mJ!3-_nmm
Trap level

V-------
(a)

c------
V --m--~rm-i~~p level

(c)

c------_m __~'lL------
Trap level

V------
(b)

c------
V------~T----T;,;Pb,l

(d)

Fig. 2.5 Schematic diagram of SRH generation-recombination processes: (a) electron

capture, (b) electron emission, (c) hole capture and (d) hole emission.

(iii) Hole Capture: The rate of recombination of holes at the trap levels is proportional

to number of holes available and number of traps occupied by electron. This rate is

given by

where cp is the hole capture coefficient.

(iv) Hole Emission: The generation rate for this process is proportional to the density of

the traps that are empty and is given by

Gp =epN,f.

where ep is the emission coefficient for holes.

2.7 Occupation Probability of Erbium Site

Let,

N E, = total number of active Er sites per unit volume.

nE, = total number of active Er sites filled by electron at steady state.

14



Now from the discussion in section 2.6, wc can write

Electron emission rate =(en +cpp)n{i,

Electron capture rate = (ep +cnn)(NH, -n{i,)

At steady state, electron emission rate = electron capture rate.

Thus the fraction of erbium sites occupied by electron at steady state is given by [21]

(2.2)

When an optical excitation pulse is applied to an erbium doped silicon sample, excess

electron-hole pairs are generated almost instantaneously. However, rate of capture and

emission of carriers through erbium sites are controlled by corresponding emission and

capture coefficients. As a result, a finite amount of time is needed for the excited erbium

atoms to reach to the steady state value. In this case, both the number of electron

occupied erbium sites and that of the excited erbium atoms are function of time. We can

write,

Electron emission rate =(en +cpp)nE,(t)

Electron capture rate = (e p + cnn)(N E, - nE, (t»

So the rate of change of electron occupied trap density at time t is given by

The solution of the above differential equation is

where

(2.3)

So, time varying probability of electron occupied erbium site is

15
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CHAPTER THREE

Laser Fundamentals

Laser is an acronym for "Light Amplification by Stimulated Emission of Radiation." It is

a source of highly directional, monochromatic and coherent light and hence widely used

for optical communications. In this chapter, the basic concepts of semiconductor laser are

given. Population inversion, lasing threshold condition etc. are also discussed in brief.

3.1 Emission and Absorption of Radiation
The interaction of light with matter takes place in discrete packets of energy or quanta

called photons. Quantum theory suggests that electrons exist only in certain discrete

energy states. So absorption and emission of light causes the electrons to make a

transition from one discrete energy state to another. The frequency of the emitted or

absorbed photon is defined by v=!'>.Elh where !'>.E is the energy difference between the

two levels concerned and h is the Plank's constant. Let us consider the electron

transitions which may occur between the two energy levels of the atomic system shown

in Fig. 3. I.

If an electron is initially at lower energy state E, shown in Fig. 3.2(a), the electron will

remain in this state unless get excited. When a photon with energy !'>.E=E} - E, is

incident on this electron, there is a finite probability that the electron will absorb the

incident energy and jump to energy level E}. This process is called stimulated absorption.

Alternatively, if the electron is in the upper level E1, it may return to the lower energy

state E, with the emission of a photon. This emission can occur in two ways:

(a) by spontaneous emission in which the atom returns to the lower energy state E/ in an

entirely random manner.
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(b) by stimulated emission when a photon having an energy equal to the energy

difference between the two states (El - E,) interacts with an electron in the upper energy.

state causing it to return to the lower state with the creation of another photon.

Energy Population Nl
Energy E2

Population N,
Energy E,

Fig.3.1 Two energy level system.

----.---- E2,,,,,,,,,,,
•

. -./'
: J
j~,,,
y

(a) Stimulated absorption

-----'.----- E2,,,,
•,,,,,,
y

(b) Spontaneous emission

E2-------

•
(c) Stimulated emission

Fig. 3.2 Energy state diagram showing (a) stimulated absorption, (b) spontaneous

emission and (c) stimulated emission. The black dot indicates the electron which takes

part in the transition between the energy levels.

The spontaneous and stimulated emission processes are shown in Fig. 3.2(b) and (c)

respectively. Normally the number of atoms at lower energy levels is larger than atoms

at higher energy levels and the probability of occurrence of spontaneous process is much

17
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higher than that of the stimulated process. The random nature of the spontaneous

emission process from a large number of atoms gives incoherent radiation. But the

stimulated emission process results in coherent radiation since both the stimulating and

stimulated photons have identical frequencies, are in phase, have the same state of

polarization and travel in the same direction. So the amplitude of the incident photon can

increase by stimulated emission as it passes through a collection of excited atoms.

3.2 Einstein Relations
If the density of atoms in the lower or ground energy state E, is N" the rate of upward

transition (E/"....•E2) or absorption is proportional to both N, and energy density Pu' So the

upward transition rate is given by
(3.1)

where B
'2

is proportionality constant and is known as the Einstein coefficient of

absorption and Pu = N ph v .Here N p is the photon density having frequency v.

Atoms at higher energy state undergo downward transitions either spontaneously or

through stimulation by the radiation field. If the density of atoms within the system with

energy E2 is N2, the spontaneous emission rate is given by N 2A2l where A2l is the

spontaneous emission coefficient. The rate of stimulated transition from energy level 2 to

level I is given by N 2Pu B
2l

where B2l is the Einstein coefficient of stimulated

emission. The total transition rate from level 2 to level 1 is the sum of spontaneous and

stimulated contribution. Hence:

(3.2)

For a system with thermal equilibrium, the upward and downward rates must be equal.

So,
(3.3)

or

(3.4)
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The populations of various energy levels of a system in thermal equilibrium are givcn by

Boltzmann statistics to bc:

N = _g~j_N_o_ex_p_(_-_£~J_I k_T_)
j L,g,exp(-£,lkT)

(3.5)

where N} is the population density of the energy level £}' No is the total population

density and gj is the degeneracy of the j-th level. So population of two levels associated

with energy £, and £] is given by

!!J... =kexp((£, - £,)1 kT)
N, g,

Substituting Eq. (3.6) into Eq. (3.4) gives

A2I 1B2I

Pv = B_I' kexp(hul kT)-1
B2I g,

(3.6)

(3.7)

Since the atomic system under consideration is in thermal equilibrium, it produces a

radiation density which is identical to the black body radiation. This radiation density

can be expressed as

8nhu
3

( 1 )
p" = c3 exp(hul kT)-1

Comparing Eq. (3.7) with Eq. (3.8), we obtain the Einstein relations:

and

(3.8)

(3.9)

(3.10)

The ratio g, 1 g, is generally in the order of unity and hence ignored. Thus taking

refractive index of the medium into account, we get

(3.11 )

where n is the refractive index of the medium.
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3.3 Absorption of Radiation ----lex) -- l(x+/),x)----I~ /),x ~I
x x + /),x

Fig. 3.1 Radiation passing through a volume element of length tu and unit cross

sectional area.

Let us consider a collimated beam of perfectly monochromatic radiation of unit cross

sectional area passing through an absorbing medium. We assume that there is only one

relevant electron transition which occurs between the energy E, and E]. The change in

irradiance of the beam as a function of distance is given by

M(x) = I(x + tu) - I(x) (3.12)

For a homogeneous medium, M(x) is proportional to both the distance traveled and to

I(x). That is M(x) = -al(x)tu. The proportionality constant a is called absorption

coefficient. The negative sign indicates the reduction in beam irradiance due to

absorption as a is a positive quantity. Writing this expression as a differential equation

we get

dl(x) = -al(x)
dx

(3.13)

Integrating this equation, we have

1= loexp(-ax) (3.14)

where lois the incident irradiance.

So, due to absorption the irradiance decreases exponentially with distance. If we can

make a negative, then (-ax) in the exponent of Eq. (3.14) becomes positive. So the

beam irradiance grows as it propagates through the medium in accordance with the

equation

1= 10 exp(gx) (3.15)
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where g = -a is called small signal gain coefficient. The expression of a is gi ven by

[24]

(3.16)

where n is the refractive index of the medium. The expression of g is given by

(3.17)

So in order to make small signal gain g positive, N1 must be greater than ~ N, .
g,

3.4 Population Inversion
Under the conditions of thermal equilibrium given by the Boltzmann distribution (Eq.

3.6), the lower energy level E, contains more atoms than the upper energy level E2.

Again at themlal equilibrium, although stimulated emission/absorption and spontaneous

emission are going on in the same time, the stimulated absorption dominates over

stimulated emission and the incident photon cannot be amplified in this case. To obtain

optical amplification, it is necessary to create a nonequilibrium distribution of atoms

such that population of upper energy level is greater than that of the lower energy level

(i.e., N2>N,). This condition is called population inversion. So to achieve population

inversion, we need to excite the atoms from lower level to the upper level. This

excitation process is called pumping. In our EDS laser, the population inversion is

achieved by injecting current into the device. Continuous capture of electrons and holes

pumps erbium atoms from ground state to the first excited state and then achieve

population inversion.

3.5 Optical Feedback
Light amplification in the laser occurs when a photon interacts with an electron in the

excited state and causes the stimulated emission of the second photon. Continuation of

this process produces more photons. When all these photons are in phase, amplified

coherent emission is obtained. To achieve this laser action, it is necessary to contain

photons within the laser medium. This is accomplished by placing the laser medium

between a pair of mirrors which form optical cavity like Fabry-Perot resonator shown in
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Fig. 3.2. The cavity provides positive feedback for the photons. The light signal gets

. amplified as it passes through the medium and feeds baek by the mirrors. A stable

output is obtained at saturation when the gain provided by the medium exactly matches

the losses incurred during a complete round trip. The gain per unit length of most active

media is so small that very little amplification of the signal results from a single pass

through the medium. But after multiple passes which the signal undergoes when the

medium is placed within a cavity, the amplification is substantial.

Gain Medium
c.'+---+

.• ---------------------------------i>
I L

x=O
• x

Fig.3.2 Schematic representation of the Fabry-Perot optieal cavity. The shadowed bars

indicate the end mirrors.

3.6 Threshold Condition for Laser Oscillation
Steady state level of laser oscillation is achieved when gain of the amplifying medium

exactly balances all losses. While population inversion between the energy levels is a

necessary condition for laser action, it is not alone sufficient because the gain coefficient

must be large enough to overcome the losses and sustain oscillation. Let us include all

losses except those due to transmission through the mirrors in a single loss coefficient a,

per unit length. If g bc the gain coefficient per unit length then radiation intensity of the

light beam varies exponentially with the distance x as it travels along the lasing cavity

according to the relationship

I(x) = I(O)exp{(g - a,)x} (3.18)

We can determine the threshold gain by considering the change in radiation intensity of a

light beam undergoing a round trip within the laser cavity. We assume that gain medium

is placed between the two mirrors which have reflectances RI and R} and a separation L.
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After one roundtrip (x = 2L), only the fractions R, and R] of the optical radiation are

reflected from the end mirrors. Thus Eq. (3.18) becomes

1(2L) = I(O)R, R, exp{(g - a, )2L} (3.19)

At the lasing threshold, a steady state oscillation takes place and the magnitude and

phase of the returned wave after a round trip must be equal to those of the original wave.

This gives the condition for the amplitude is

1(2L) = 1(0) (3.20)

The threshold gain may be obtained by using Eqs. (3.19) and (3.20) and rearranging

them to give:

1 (1 )g'h == a, +2L In R,R, (3.21)

The second term on the right hand side of Eq. (3.21) represents the transmission loss

through the mirrors. For lasing action to be easily achieved, it is essential to have high

threshold gain in order to balance the losses from the cavity.
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CHAPTER FOUR

Mathematical Model of Erbium Doped

Silicon Laser

In this chapter, the mathematical model for erbium doped silicon (EDS) diode laser is

developed. In the course of this development, several appendices are being referred for

mathematical analysis. Rate equations for excited erbium atom and photon density are

described. The threshold gain of lasing is studied next and it is found to be the gain

needed to compensate the losses in the cavity. The current needed to achieve this gain is

called threshold current and is determined. The below threshold and above threshold

limit to the steady state solutions of the rate equations are considered to determine the

operating characteristics of the laser. The rate equations are solved for a modulated

current and small signal intensity modulation transfer function is determined. The optical

modulation response is found to have a resonance and falls off quickly above this

resonance frequency. Finally, computer/numerical simulations are done to observe the

transient characteristics for excited erbium atoms and photon density for different

excitation conditions.

4.1 Rate Equations for Si:Er Laser

Figs. 4.1 and 4.2 represent the model used to develop the rate equations for EDS laser.

Each arrow in the model represents the numbers of particles flowing per unit volume per

second. The rate equation for excited Er atom is given by

(4.1 )

where R,x is the rate of excited Er atoms or pumping rate from the ground state (4/15/2) to

the first excited state (4/13fl) and Rdm is the rate of de-excitation of the excited Er atoms

from thc 4/13/2 state to the ground state 4/15/2.
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Fig.4.1 Model for the excitation and de-excitation of Er in Si.
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Fig. 4.2 Model used in the rate equation analysis of erbium doped silicon laser.

Excitation of erbium atoms in silicon host is an electron-hole mediated process.

Successive capture of an electron and a hole in an Er-related trap level releases the

recombination energy which is responsible for erbium excitation. If N;, is the number of
erbium atoms in the excited state. number ofEr atoms available for excitation is given by

(NE, - N;,). The rate of useful recombination of electron-hole pairs through erbium

sites is then given by electronic excitation rate [25].

(4.2)

Thc recombination process of excited erbium atoms is somewhat complicated and

involvcs sevcral mcchanisms. There is radiative recombination process which is largely
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independent of the host materials and the excitation conditions. The non-radiative

recombination process consists of impurity Auger de-excitation through frce and bound

carriers and also thc energy back transfer. These processes are dependent on the

excitation level. The decay of excited Er atoms also occurs through stimulated processes.

Thus, we can write the de-excitation or recombination rate as

Rdeex = Rrad + Rnonrad + Rst (4.3)

where, R" represents net rate of de-excitation through both stimulated emission and

absorption. This is a gain process for photon if stimulated emission dominates over the

stimulated absorption otherwise it is a loss process. The first two terms on the right side

ofEq. (4.3) indicate the natural or un-stimulated decay of excited Er atoms. This decay is

characterized by the Erdecay lifetime T £, of the 4113/2 state to the ground state. Now Eq.

(4.3) can be re-written as

where,

R = N;,
,ad

'rod

.R N;,
nOf/rad =--

T nOf/rad

(4.4)

(4.5a)

(4.5b)

and
1 1 I
-=-+--
'TE,. Trod rIlOnrad

(4.5c)

The rate equation for excited Er atoms therefore becomes

(4.6)

The photon density S is increased by the stimulated emission (R,,) and by the fraction P
of spontaneously emitted photons that enter into the lasing mode. The factor P is usually

very small (_10-4) and spontaneous emission can often be neglected above the lasing

threshold. The density S is reduced from the cavity by internal absorption and scattering

losses (a, ) and also by emission through end mirrors (am)' These photon losses are

characterized by the photon life time T p where [23]
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Therefore, the rate equation for photon can be written as

(4.7)

(4.8)

Let's consider a laser cavity of length Land S be the incoming photon density. After

passing through the medium of neat gain g due' to stimulated emission and stimulated

absorption per unit length, the photon density becomes S+!:J.S.Then

S + !!IS = .'legL

L

Photon In (8) g

Pumping

Photon Out (8+!:J.S)

Fig. 4.3 Photon is passing through the cavity medium of gain g. The length of the cavity

element is L and time for a photon to travel this distance is !1t.

As L is sufficiently small, egL '" 1+ gL

:.8 +!:J.S= 8(1 + gL)

=> !:J.S= 8gL

Inside the cavity, the velocity of light is vg = ;iN, where c is the speed of light in free

space and N, is the refractive index of the cavity. Let !1t be the time of a photon to

travel the distance L. So (
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Therefore, the generation tcrm for dS/d/ is given by

(dS') CiS-' =R =-=v gS
d/ ." D./ •J.:l!n

Thus, rate equations for excited Er atom and photon density can be written as

4.2 Threshold Gain and Current Density

(4.9)

(4.10)

(4.11 )

Since only a small fraction of spontaneous emission enters into lasing mode, under

steady state conditions with vanishing,B , Eq. (4.11) becomes

Sv gS=-
g T

p

(4.12)

At this condition, there is a balance between gain and optical losses in the cavity and this

is called threshold gain, which is expressed as

1
=a, + -log,(11 R,R,)

2L
(4.13)

Below the threshold level, the value of photon density S can be neglected as lasing has

not yet occurred. Under this condition, the excitation rate remains the same as before in

Eq. (4.2) but the de-excitation rate presented by Eq. (4.4) becomes

(4.14 )

At steady state, the rate of excitation and de-excitation must be equal.

(4.15)

So, at equilibrium, the number of erbium atoms in the excited state is given by
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N;" = j,c pP IN",
j,cpP+-

T Er

(4.16)

Eg. (4.16) gives the exciled ~rbium atoms as a function of excess carri~r density in the

absence of any optical feedback in the cavity. But when stimulated transition occurs, the

excited Er atoms clamp to its threshold level N~','h'The gain of the cavity medium also

depends upon the excited Er atom. So, when threshold occurs, gain also becomes

constant at its threshold valueg,h. Using Eq. (2.1) and (4.5c) in Eq. (4.15), we get

(4.17)

We have assumed that erbium IS doped 111 the p-reglOn of diode laser. For p-type

material,

Substituting these values in Eq. (4.17), we obtain

(4.18)

(4.19)

At low temperature (below lOOK), energy back transfer effect can be neglected. Then

above equation becomes

j,cPp(NE, -N;,)= N;,(_I_+CAhp+CAbhNA)
Trod

The occupation probability of erbium trap is given by [21]

(4.20)

Combining Eqs. (4.19) and (4.20) and converting hole concentration into electron

concentration by putting p = n +NA ,where N A is the background doping and nand p

are the injected electron and hole concentration respectively, we get

(4.21 )
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I

At the onset of threshold,

and, n:::: n/hrJ

Then at threshold, Eq. (4.21) becomes

(ep +cnn'h,J ( \f .). [ I ( , ,) J--------(---N-)cp nlh,..~ +NAI\NEr-NErlh =NErlh -+CAhnlhrs + CAh+Cllhh NtJ
en +ep +Cnnlhr.I' +cp nlhr.,"+ A - 'rad

(4.22)

Therefore the excess or injected carrier density at which excited erbium atoms reach to

the threshold level of population inversion is (Detailed derivation is given in Appendix-

A)

n1hn = X

2{N~"hCAh(Cn+cp)-cncp(N" -N~"h)}

[N~"hCAh(en +ep +cpNJ+ N~Hh(c. +Cp){ L + (CAh+CAbh)NA}J 1
_[ {. ( )_ ( _' )}jN~Hh(e.+ep+cpNA{f-+(CAh+CAbh)NA])]4 N£"}'CAh en +cp CnCp NEr NEr/1I t rad

-epcpNAN" - N~Hh)

-[N~HhCAh(en + ep + cpNJ+ N~".{cn +Cp){ r~ + (CAh+CAbh)NA}]

(4.23)

The threshold current density is given by

(4.24)

where ',; is the silicon lifetime and Leq is the thickness of erbium doped region.

4.3 Power VS. Current Density Characteristics
The rate equations (4.9) and (4.10) are valid both above and below the threshold

condition. In both cases, output power is proportional to the photon density which is

given by [23]

(
Energy Of) (Photon) (Cavity) (Escape rate)Power = x x x
a photon density volume of a photon
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The energy of a photon is hu. If the mirror loss term is am' then escape rate of the

photons through the mirrors is v,am [23]. So the .output power emitted through both

mirrors is given by

(4.26)

4.3.1 Condition (i): Below Threshold

When the current density is bellow the threshold level (J < J'h)' low intensity light is

generated due to spontaneous emission. Neglecting the stimulated transition term from

Eq. (4.10), at steady state we get,

T
S=fJ_P N;,

Trod
(4.27)

(4.28)

This is the photon density inside the cavity due to spontaneous emission. From Eq. (4.14)

we get,

= POI+ Po,J + P03J' N
p•.•+ Po,J + Po,J' £,

(Detailed derivation is given in Appendix-B)

where
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Substituting from Egs. (4.27) and (4.28) in Eg. (4.26), we get the spontaneous emission

power

P,pon, =hujJ!.LN;,,(Volm)vKam
',ad

(4.29)

Now, by defining

(4.30)

we can simplify Eg. (4.29) to be

(4.31)

The spontaneous emission power depends upon the excited Er atoms. At threshold, the

spontaneous emission clamps as the excited erbium atoms N;, clamp to its threshold

value N;nh' Thus, as the current density is increased above threshold (J > J'h)' the

spontaneous power remains constant at the value of Eg. (4.31) with J = J'h .

4.3.2 Condition (ii): Above Threshold

After the threshold level (J > J'h)' the stimulated emission plays the dominant role than

spontaneous emission and gain becomes constant at its threshold value g,I>. At steady

state condition, photon density can be obtained from Eg. (4.10) as

(4.32)

Now,
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= Po, + Po.J + Po,J'
P,o + p"J

where

Po, = epcpNAL;qq'

po. = ',;L,qqc p(ep + cnN A)

P,o = L;qq' (en+ep + NAcp)

P, I = ,,;L,qq(cn + cp)

Erbium (Er) life time:

1 I 1-=-+--
TEr 'rad 'nonrad

[Appendix-B] (4.33)

where

= P" + p"J [Appendix-B] (4.34)

Substituting Egs. (4.33) and (4.34) into Eg. (4.32), the photon density inside the cavity

after threshold is given by

or

[

{epcpNAL;qq' +,,;L<qqcp(ep +cnNJ; +cncp,;;J'XNE, -N;"h) ]

S = • {, , ( ) ( )l( 1 ( ) CAh '... )-NE"h L,qq en +ep +NAcP +'.,;L,qq cn +cp -+NA CAh+CAbh +--J
'rod L,qq

"[',g.[L~q'{e.H, • N:' ,l. ic"L.,(,. HolY]]
(4.35)
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So the laser output power after threshold is

(4.36)

Eq. (4.36) represents the total output power of both mirrors. If the mirrors have equal

reflectivity, then exactly half will be emitted through each mirror.

4.4 Direct Current Modulation of Si:Kr Diode Laser
The main application of semiconductor laser is as the souree for optical communication

systems. So the problem of high-speed modulation of their output by the high-data-rate

information is one of the great technological importances.

Light output
power

P

Spontaneous emission

: Jo,
•,,

,

<t', .,,,
,,,

Time

Stimulated emission

pet) = Po+t1P(t)

Time

J
Injeetion current density

J(t) = Jo+t>J(t)

t

Fig. 4.4 Variation of output power pet) with the variation of injection current density

J(t) where Poand Jo are the bias values for direet current modulation of EDS laser.
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Thc light-output currcnt-dcnsity (P-J) curvc for a typical scmiconductor lascr is shown in

Fig. 4.4[28]. The figurc shows that almost linear light output is obtained above thc

threshold current density J,h. Now if the current density is varied by an amount t:>.J

around an operating point Jo, then power output will also vary in a synchronous fashion.

However, the performance of the communication systems is highly dependent on the

bandwidth. Thus our problem is to ascertain the frequency response of Si:Er laser. We do

this by examining the interplay between the stimulated emission and injected current

density.

4.4.1 Optical Gain

The gain of the cavity medium depends on the excited Er atom which is proportional to

the difference between stimulated emission and absorption. When population inversion

occurs, stimulated emission is higher than stimulated absorption and gain is positive. But

in the absence of population inversion, stimulated emission is negligible and gain is

negative. We assume that photon density S is not very high. So, effect of output power

on gain can be neglected and we have a simplified gain model for small signal analysis

[I]

where, go is the gain cross-section. It is an intrinsic property of EDS and given by

;;.'
go =

8Jr N;,rod ct>;;'

4.4.2 Steady State Characteristics

Rewriting the rate Eqs. (4.10) and (4.11) using Eq. (4.37) for gain, we get

(4.37)

(4.38)

dN~,(t) _ f. (N - N', ( »)- N~,(t) (2N' () N ) S() (439)---- ,cpP Er Er t ----vggo Er t - Er vg I .
dl '&

(4.40)

Using Eqs. (2.1) and (45c), Eq. (4.39) becomes

dN;., (I) _ ( ')' (I I I I) (' )----f,cpP NE,-N,,(t) -NE,(t) -+-+-+- -v,go 2N,,(t)-NE, S(t)
~ ~ ~ ~ ~

(4.41)
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At low temperature, energy back transfer can be neglected i.e., 1/rb, '" O. We assume that

Er is doped into the p-type silicon. Then Eg. (4.41) becomes

At high level of excitation, we can assume n '"p. Occupation probability of Er-trap f, is a
function of time in case of ac excitation. For simplicity, at high excitation condition,

assuming thatf, is constant. Using n =~J in Eg. (4.42), we get
L,qq

(4.43)

where,

( I I)Ao = -+-
) 'rod TAb

At steady state, time variation of N;, (t) is zero i.e., dN;,(I) O. Again above the
dt

threshold, N;, (t) becomes fixed to its threshold value N;nh' Using these conditions in

Eg. (4.43), we obtain,

Ao,Jo (NE, - N;"h) - Ao,JoN;'''h - Ao,N;"h - v.go (2N;'''h - NE, )So = 0

=> Ao,Jo (NE, - N;"h) = Ao,JoN;"h + Ao,N;"h + v,go (2N;"h - NE, )So

At steady state, from Eg. (4.40), we get

dS(t) = 0
dl
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(4.46)

(4.47)

The subscript ° in those above equations refers to the DC or steady-state values of all

parameters. Eq. (4.45) states that the sum of the stimulated and spontaneous rates is

equal to the photon loss rate. Again Eq. (4.47) which is a minor rewrite of Eq. (4.45)

points out that spontaneous emission (third term on the right side) becomes less and less

important as the photon density So gets larger.

4.4.3 Small Signal Analysis

Let us assume that the Si:Er laser is biased above threshold by DC current Jo > J'h and

time-varying current M(t) is added:

J(t) = Jo +M(t) (4.48)

Then under steady state conditions, the excited Er atom and photon density would

respond similarly with the drive current and are given by

N;,(I) = N;~h+ MI;, (I) (4.49)

S(t) = So + 6S(I) (4.50)

Let us assume that M(t), MI;,(t) and 6S(t) are much smaller than their respective dc

values Jo , N;~hand So' This small signal case allows the nonlinear rate equations to be

linearized and solved analytically.

Now substituting these equations into Eq. (4.43) and Eq. (4.40), we obtain

~ [N;~h+MI;,(t)] = .40, [Jo +M(t)][N,., -N;"h -M';,(t) ]-.4o, [Jo +M(t)][ N:','h+MI;,(t)]

-v.go [2N;"h + 2M';, (I) - NE, ][ So+ 6S(t)]- .40,[N:'''h+MI:'.,{t)]
(4.51)

Assuming the M(I)MI:'.,(t)'"0, Eq. (4.51) then becomes
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d[ . ] ....dl DNE, (I) = AOIA".!o + Ao,Ao,tJ(I) - Ao,JoDN", (I) - Ao,.!oN1,,'h- Ao,JoDN", (I) - Ao,NIC,,{,6./(I)

- Ao•vKgOSO- 2vKgOSODN;',(I) - Ao•vKg06.8(1) - Ao,N;""h- Ao,DN;" (I)

(Detailed derivation in Appendix-C) (4.52)

Using Eq. (4.44), we get from Eq. (4.52)

d[ . ] .- DN,.,(I) = Ao,tJ(I)-Ao,6.8(1)-Ao,DN,,(I)dl .

where

(4.53)

and

~[So + 6.8(1)] = vggo[2N;"h +2t>N;,(I) - NE, J[SO+ 6.8(1)] +L[N;"h + t>N;,(I) J _...!...-[ So + 6.8(1)]
dl Trod Tp

(4.54)

Again assuming 6.8(t)DN;,(t) '" 0, Eq. (4.54) becomes

~[6.8(I)]= v,go (2N;"h - NE, )So + 2v,goSot>N;,(t)+ v,go (2N;"h - NE,)6.8(t)+ J!..-N;"h
~ . ~

f3 • I I+-DNE,(I)--So --6.8(1)
'rod 'p 'p

(4.55)

Combining Eq. (4.46) and Eq. (4.55), we get

(4.56)

where

Differentiating Eq. (4.56) again
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Using Eqs. (4.53), (4.56) and (4.57), we obtain

d' <I
-, [S(i)] + A12 -[ M(I)] + A"M(I) = A14LV(i)<II <II

where

A12 = AD. - All

A" = A"AIO

In order to evaluate the small signal transfer function, let

LV(I) = LV(w)eJ~1

and t1S(t) = M(w)eiW1

Putting these in Eq. (4.58), we obtain

:: [M(w)e1ml]+A12: [M(w)ejml]+A"M(w)ejml = A"LV(w)ejml

~ [( A" - w') + jwA12 ] M(w) = A14LV(w)

The modulation response function therefore can be written as

The zero frequency (DC) response is

(4.57)

(4.58)

(4.59)

(4.60)

(4.61 )

(4.62)

(4.63)M(O) = A"
A"

Therefore the frequency response of Si:Er laser normalized to the response at zero

frequency is

H(w) = M(w)
M(O)

A"
(A13 -w')+ jwA12

where

w',
(w; - w') + JCIlY
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and

=
(-'- + -' ) N;'-"h+ vKgO (2N;-"h - N", )S(J

'rad TAb

j,cp(N" -N;-"h)-CA"N;-"h

(4_65)

(4.66)

OJ, is the relaxation oscillation frequency and r is the damping constant of the relaxation

oscillation respectively. These two terms play an important role in governing the

dynamic characteristics of Si:Er laser. The resonance peak fp is obtained by setting the
/

first derivative of IH(OJ)j to zero. The analytic expression of f
p

is

(4.67)

The 3-dB modulation bandwidthJ;dB is defined as the frequency at which IH(OJ)I is

reduced by 3 dB from its DC value. Eq. (4.64) provides the following analytic expression

for J;dB:

(4.68)

or,

(4.69)
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The amplitude of the resonance peak' HI' which occurs at frequency (iJp(= 2rifp) IS

obtained by inserting Eq. (4.65) into Eq. (4.62):

I
2

H =p . (4.70)

4.5 Large-Signal Analysis and Transient Behavior

The rate equations presented in section 4.4.2 are valid for both small signal and large

signal modulation. They hold continuously below threshold and above threshold. If the

laser is always kept above threshold, the excited erbium atom density does not change by

a large amount due to carrier clamping. To determine the transient behavior of EDS laser

for large-signal inputs, we need to solve the rate equations. But the problem for large

signal is that the rate equations can not be linearized and solved analytically like small

signal case. They need to be solved numerically. Numerical solutions to the rate

equations are found by iterating from one rate equation to the other using a small

increment of time and results are presented in the next chapter. (Flowchart is given in

APPENDIX-D)
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CHAPTER FIVE

Results and Discussion

The mathematical expressions to illustrate the various characteristics of erbium doped

silicon diode laser have been derived in the previous chapter. The analysis has been done

for both steady state and time varying conditions and assumed that erbium is doped into

the p-region of the p-n junction diode. In this chapter, the analytical equations are

calculated to demonstrate the model utility. A computer program is developed based on

these derived equations to generate numerical data. These data are plotted in this chapter

to study the effects of various parameters like loss coefficient, doping concentration, Er

lifetime, carrier lifetime etc. and their significance.

5.1 Parameters for Er Incorporated Si

We know that when silicon is doped with an impurity, a trap level is formed inside the

silicon band gap. Past studies showed [10,14,16,17] that erbium introduces a trap label,

which is 0.15e V below the silicon conduction band. This trap level acts as a

recombination center for erbium excitation. So 0.15eV has been used as activation

energy [17]. The values of electron emission coefficient and hole emission coefficient

have been calculated from the paper of Libertino et al. [10]. The electron emission rate

and hole emission rate are given as follows:

E---'-e = Ae kTn

(E,-E.)
e = Ae kT
p

where,

Eg = Silicon bandgap energy, l.1eV

Eo = Activation energy, 0.15 e V

k = Boltzmann constant, e V / K

T = Temperature, K
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.. 10
A = constant depends on the property of the trap semiconductor, 7.43x10 Is.

The electron capture coefficient, Cn = a)'II,

The hole capture coefficient, C p = apV'h

where,

V,h = thermal velocity =p~:
I . 2an = e ectron capture cross-section area, em

ap = hole capture cross-section area, cm2

k = Boltzmann constant, e V I K

m' = effective mass of electron or hole

The electron and hole capture cross sections have been taken as 5 x I0-19cm2 [25]. The

electron and hole effective masses are taken as m; = 1.lmo and m; = 0.56mo where mo is

the electron rest mass, 9.1095xI0.31 Kg.

Values of other parameters used are,

CAb, = 1.9x 10-"cm3s.1

CAh = 4.4 x 10-13 cm3s.1

C Abh = 6.5 X 1O-11 cm3s.1

w: =109s.1o

The laser cavity is characterized by: Volume = 300flm x 300flm x Iflm. Mirror

reflectivities are R1=R2=90%. Unless otherwise stated, the following values have been

used for our analysis T = 10K, N E, = 10'9 lem3 and N A = 1016Icm3•

5.2 Excited Erbium Atom and Laser Operation
The lasing operation from erbium doped silicon (EDS) is highly dependent on device

parameters and proper design. In this section, we have investigated how much amount of

erbium atoms can be excited from the ground level to the 4/13f2 state in the absence of any
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optical feedback for different excitation conditions, lifetime and doping level. We have

also calculated the threshold value of population inversion for the lasing condition [25].

If the amount of erbium atoms in the excited state exceeds this threshold level, laser

operation is possible. But when lasing occurs, the excited erbium atoms clamps to its

threshold value due to stimulated transition which has been shown in the last part of this

chapter.

5.2.1 Effect oflnternal Loss Coefficient (a)

Fig. 5. I shows the curve of excited erbium atom as a function of excess carrier density

with Er concentration of 1019 cm'J. The asterisk curve illustrates that Er excitation in

spontaneous emission is independent of loss coefficient (a). Horizontal lines show the

corresponding threshold level of Er excitation. The curve shows that with the change of

loss coefficient, the threshold level of population inversion for lasing condition changes.

For a = 3 cm'l and a = 5 cm,l, the excited atoms can exceed the required threshold level

for lasing operation but for a = 7 em", threshold level cannot be reached. But if the

doping concentration of erbium is increased up to 1020 cm'J, threshold level is possible to

achieve even at higher absorption loss coefficient as shown in Fig. 5.2.
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~
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"0 3••.G
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10" 10" 10"
Excess Carrier Density (cm,3)

10"

Fig. 5.1 Excited Er atom as a function of excess carrier density for different values of

loss coefficient (a) with N E, = 10" cm'J,
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Excess Carrier Density (cm,J)

10" 10"

Fig. 5.2 Excited Er atom as a function of excess carrier density for different values of

loss coefficient (a) with NE, = 1020 cm,3.

It is also observed that with the increase ofloss coefficient, excess carrier density needed

to achieve the threshold level of N;, also increases indicating the higher threshold

current density.

5.2.2 Effect of Er Radiative Lifetime (Trod)

Figs. 5.3 and 5.4 show the excited erbium atom for different radiative lifetime of erbium

atom. The amount of excited erbium atoms is almost same in three different cases but

. threshold level is different for different lifetime as before. For doping concentration of

N ", = 10" cm'3, it is possible to achieve the threshold level for lifetime up to Ims.

Beyond this value, threshold level is not possible to achieve indicating that erbium doped

silicon laser does not lase. But if the concentration ofEr is increased to N
E
, = 1020cm'3,

exited erbium atoms can reach the threshold level at higher lifetime as shown in Fig. 5.4.
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Fig. 5.3 Excited erbium atom as a function of excess carrier density for different values

ofEr radiative lifetime with NE, = 1019 cm,3.
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Fig. 5.4 Excited Er atom as a function of excess carrier density for different values of

Er radiative lifetime with NE, = IOlocm'3,
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5.2.3 Effect of Doping Concentration (NA)

Fig. 5.5 describes the effects of background doping on the density of Er atoms in the

excited state. Erbium atoms can be excited up to or slightly above the threshold level

even at higher background concentration. But excess carrier density needed to achieve

the required threshold level (shown in dotted line) for lasing operation increases with the

increase of doping concentration. This is because Auger effect with bound carriers

increases with the increase of doping concentration. Thus higher background doping

causes weaker excitation of Er atoms and thereby requires a larger carrier injection for
lasing threshold.
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Fig. 5.5 Excited erbium atom as a function of excess carrier density for different values

of doping concentration with N£, = lOt' cm'3.

5.2.4 Effect of Spectral Width (&1..)

Figs. 5.6 and 5.7 show the effect of spectral width on the Er atom excitation as a function

of excess carrier density. The asterisk curve indicates that Er atoms in the excited state

do not change with changing the spectral width but the threshold level changes with

different spectral width. When erbium concentration is NO', = lOt' cm.3, threshold can be

achieved at LiI..=IAo and below lAO. But if the erbium concentration is increased to

N" = lO20cm,3, threshold is possible to achieve even at higher spectral width.

. )

\ ',-;
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Fig. 5.6 Excited Er atom as a function of excess carrier density for different values of

spectral width of emission with NE, = 1019 cm'),
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Fig. 5.7 Excited Er atom as a function of excess carrier density for different values of

spectral width of emission with NE, = 10lOcm'J.
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5.3 Power-Current Characteristics

.In this section we wiil discuss the output power of .erbium doped silicon laser as a

function of injection current and effect of various parameters on the output power. Below

threshold, ignoring the photon density S inside the cavity, we have calculated the value

of excess carrier density at threshold, nih,., using Eg. (4.22) and then calculated the value

of current density Jlh" using Eg. (4.23). Figs. 5.8 to 5.14 show the output power of EDS

laser for different device parameters.

Figs. 5.8 and 5.9 show the effect of loss coefficient (u) on the output power for two

different Er concentrations of 1019 cm-) and 1020 em') respectively. In all the cases, below

threshold, there is no stimulated emission and output power is only due to spontaneous

emission. This power is very small because only a small fraction of the spontaneous

emission enters into lasing mode. When the current density J exceeds J
lh
", stimulated

emission dominates the spontaneous emission and power output increases almost linearly

with the injection current density. Although the above threshold power is different at

different u, the spontaneous power is same. Because erbium excitation does not depend

2.5

2

~.s. 15

~a.
:;
c.
:;
o

0.5

Fig. 5.8 Output power vs injection current density of EDS laser for different values of

loss coefficient with NE, = 1019 em').
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Current Densily (Ncm2)

4 4.5 5
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Fig. 5.9 Output power vs injection current density of EDS laser for different values loss

coefficient with N£, = lO,ocm.3.

on a. But with the increase of a, threshold gain increases causing more carriers to be

injected for achieving the threshold excitation of erbium atom. So at higher value of a,

threshold current density is also higher.

Figs. 5.10 and 5.11 show the effect of radiative lifetime of erbium atom on P-J curve.

From figures, we can see that at lower lifetime, more power is obtained than the higher

lifetime. Here below threshold, spontaneous power changes with the change of lifetime

shown in the inset of Fig. 5.11. This is reasonable because spontaneous power IS

inversely proportional to the radiative lifetime. It is also observed that when Er

concentration is N £, = 10'0 cm-J, threshold current density is reduced and consequently

output power is increased compared to the Er concentration of 10" cm-3•

,
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Fig. 5.10 Output power vs injection current density of EDS laser for different erbium

life time with Er concentration of N £, = 10'9 cm-3.
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Fig. 5.11 Output power vs injection current density of EDS laser for different erbium 0
lifetime. The inset shows only the spontaneous power. In this case, erbium concentration

is N£, = 10'.cm').
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Effect of background doping and spectral width on the laser output power is shown in

Figs. 5.12 and 5.13. With the increase of acceptor doping, Auger recombination with

bound carrier increases. So non-radiative decay of erbium atom increases and output

power is reduced. Fig. 5.13 is plotted for erbium concentration of 102ocm'3. It is seen that

with the increase of spectral width, output power is reduced.
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Fig. 5.12 Output power vs injection current density of EDS laser for different values of

background doping concentration with N£, = 10" cm-3.
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Fig. 5.13 Output power vs injection current density of EDS laser for different spectral

width. The doped Er concentration is 1020 cm-J.
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Fig. 5.14 Output power vs injeetion current density of EDS laser for different silicon

(carrier) lifetime. The erbium concentration is 1019 cm-J•
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In fig. 5.14, the effect of carrier lifetime (r) on the output power has been demonstrated.

It can be seen from the figure that output power increases with the increase of carrier

lifetime. for certain current density, if the carrier lifetime increases, more carriers are

recombined. As a result, excitation rate of erbium atoms increases and results the higher

output power.

5.4 Effect of Injection Dependent Loss Coefficient

V,'e have assumed that internal loss codficienta is constant irrespectivt: of the injection

level. But practically, this value increases with the increase of current density. We have

assumed that a increases with current density like this a = aD + E: J. Fig. 5.15 shows the

effect of carrier dependent loss coefficient on laser output power. From figure, we see

that output power is reduced with the increase of a.
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Fig. 5.15 Effect of injected carrier dependent absorption loss coefficient on the EDS

laser output power.

5.5 Frequency Response
One of the main objectives of this thesis is to determine the frequency response of

erbium doped silicon laser. The nornlalized intensity modulation transfer function H«(lI)
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derived in chapter four is plotted in Fig. 5. I6 for different optical output powers as a

function of modulation frequency. The figure shows the pattern of a low pass filter. The

intensity modulation can follow the current modulation up to frequencies near f,with an

abrupt increased response. Above the resonance peak, the response drops off rapidly

with a slope of -40dB/decade. The curves in Fig. 5. I6 also reveal that resonance peak

flattens and broadens out with increasing output power.

i
The 3-dB modulation bandwidth!'dlJ is defined as the frequency at which IH(w)1 is

reduced by 3-dB from its DC value. The variation of fjdB and the variation of ;; are

shown in Fig. 5. I7 as a function of output power. Note that the modulation bandwidth

increases with the increase of output power. The response characteristic becomes

maximum at frequency /p. The variation of /p and f, are shown in Fig. 5. I8. When the

power level is small, damping coefficient is small and /p is approximately equal to the

resonance frequency f,. But with the increase of power, damping coefficient increases

and/p f. f,.
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Fig. 5.16 Semi-log plot of frequency response of erbium doped silicon laser for different

output powers.
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The effect of power on the damping constant (y) and resonance frequency (fr) is shown in

Fig. 5.19. From figure, we can see that damping constant increases linearly with the laser

output power as derived from Eqn.4.59. The variation of peak resonant amplitude with

output power is shown in Fig. 5.20. From the figure, we can see that resonant amplitude

decreases with increasing output power. This is because amplitude of the resonance peak

depends on damping constant. At low output power, this damping is small and the peak

height of the response is large. But with the increase of power, the damping rate

increases and the peak amplitude decreases.
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5.6 Transient Characteristics

Fourth-order Runge-Kutta method is used for numerical solutions of the rate cquations

prcsented in chapter four. Figs. 5.21 to 5.26 show the numerical plots of the excited

erbium atoms and the photon density for different values of drive current. From these

figures, we can see that before reaching to the steady-state values, both the excited

erbium atoms and photon density undergo a damped oscillation. In each case, we have

assumed that excitation current is abruptly increased at t = 0 and then held at steady-state

value. Subsequent captures of an electron and hole in the erbium related recombination

site releases energy and excites erbium atom from the ground level to the first excited

state. Erbium atoms continue to excite due to continuous pumping. Before threshold,

population inversion does not occur and little photon density exists only due to

spontaneous emission. When excited Er atoms exceed the threshold level, stimulated

emission takes place and causes a downward stimulated transition of excited erbium

atoms. As Er atoms fall off quickly causing a reduction in the population inversion, gain

of the cavity medium reduces from the threshold gain and photon density drops off

quickly. This causes the erbium atom to excite again. When the erbium atom exceeds the

threshold level, photon density again increases and increases the downward transition

rate of erbium atoms. Thus interplay of transition between Er atom and photon density

takes place before reaching to the steady-state values. At steady-state, the excited erbium

atoms are found to clamp its threshold value. With the increase of excitation, oscillations

die out quickly as shown in Figs. 5.22 to 5.25. This is because the decay of the

oscillation depends on the damping factor which is large at high excitation.

The numerical simulations shown in the figures also illustrate that time is needed for the

Er atom to build up to the threshold value before light is emitted. This build up time is

called the tum-on delay of the laser. The tum-on time is found to be smaller if the laser

excitation is increased. Because with the increase of excitation, more carrIers are

available for Er pumping and it then quickly reaches to its threshold level.
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CHAPTER SIX

Conclusions

In this thesis work, various properties of erbium doped silicon diode laser have been

evaluated. Mechanism of erbium excitation through Shockley-Read-Hall (SRH)

recombination process has been analyzed for conditions of achieving lasing threshold.

Erbium atoms decay from its excited state 4113/2 through both radiative and non-radiative

processes. As we have done our analysis at low temperature (10K), effect of energy back

transfer on Er de-excitation has been assumed negligible. The gain needed to compensate

all optical losses inside the cavity including mirror losses is called threshold gain and it

has been determined. The loss of the light at the end facets has been taken as output

power. The effects of erbium concentration, background doping, erbium lifetime, loss

coefficient, carrier lifetime etc. have been investigated on light output and discussed

these effects with graphical representations. Threshold current density is determined and

it is found to vary with the parameters. Below threshold, the output power is due to

spontaneous emission which is very small in magnitude (order of few flW) and almost

same for all cases except the variation for erbium radiative lifetime. When erbium

lifetime changes, spontaneous power is found to vary as it is inversely proportional to the

lifetime. After threshold, output power is found to increase linearly with the injection

current density. For some cases, erbium atoms in the excited state can not exceed the

required threshold level and EDS can not lase. But if the erbium concentration is

increased, it is found that EDS can lase. In these cases threshold current is reduced with

increased output power. Light output for injection dependent loss coefficient has been

determined. As a increases with the carrier injection, the power output no longer remains

linear at high level of current injection. This limits the operating region of Si:Er laser.

Rate equations for excited erbium atoms and photon density have been solved for small-

signal to evaluate the dynamic characteristics of EDS laser. Sinusoidal signal variation.

has been added with the steady dc current density Jo and modulation transfer function
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has been determined. The transfer function shows resonance peak above which response

drops off rapidly. Both the resonance frequency and 3-dB bandwidth increase with the

output power level. The rate equations also have been sol ved numerically for Iarge-

signal. The simulation shows that both excited erbium atoms and photon density pass a

short period of sinusoidal oscillation before finally reaching to steady-state values. With

the increase of excitation current, transient response is found to die out quickly and

hence lowers the turn-on time of EDS laser. Finally we can conclude that each

characteristic obtained from our prospective Si:Er laser shows very good consistency

with the conventional heterojunction laser.

6.1 Recommendation for Future Work

Attainment of light emission from erbium doped silicon material at room temperature is

greatly reduced due to temperature quenching effect. So research for reducing the

luminescence quenching can be carried out in order to fabricate Si:Er optoelectronic

devices operating at room temperature. Achievement of lasing threshold is highly

dependent on proper design and processing of the laser structure. If concentration of Er is

increased to a high level (-I020cm-\ it is found that EDS can lase for a wide-range

variation of the device parameters (a, D.A, 'rad etc.). But Er has limited solid solubility in

silicon. So work can be done to increase the concentration of erbium incorporated in
silicon.

The direct modulation bandwidth of EDS laser is of the order of hundred MHz range. At

very high power, it is also possible to achieve GHz range bandwidth. But low power

laser is 1l00mally used for optical communication systems in order to avoid fiber non-

linearity. So a technique can be exerted to increase the bandwidth even at low output

power. In our research, we have performed analysis for amplitude modulation. Similar

analysis can also be worked out for frequency modulation. In erbium doped fiber

amplifier, erbium is doped in silica. By confining light in EDFA, possibility of laser

operation can be investigated.
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APPENDIX-A

Derivation of Injected Carrier Density at Threshold

At steady state, these two rates must be equal. So,

/,cpp(NE, -N;,)= N;, +vggo(2N;, -NE,)S
TE,

Below and at threshold, the value of photon density S can be neglected as lasing has not

yet been started. Under this condition, the above equation becomes

/'CPp(NE, -N;,)= N;,
TE,

At low temperature, energy back transfer can be neglected. We have assumed that Er is

doped in the p-type silicon then above equation becomes

After biasing, equal amount of electrons and holes are injected from the source. In the p_

region, the doping concentration is N A' SO the effective hole concentration is

p = 11+N A' Substituting p = 11+ N A , we obtain
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At the onset of threshold,

Then at threshold, above equation becomes

where

=> nlJrn
-R, :i:)R; -4R,R,

2R,

Hl = Ni"hCAh

H, =Cp(NE, -N;""h)
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= N~"nhCAh(Cn +Cp)-cncp(N':"r -N;-nh)

R, = H,H, + HIH, -epH] -coNAH]

= N~nhCAh (eo + ep + cp + NJ+ N;'nh (co +Cp)[_1_ + {CAh +CAb},)NA]
T rad _

R] = HIH, -epNAH]

= N;nh(eO +ep +CpNJ[_I_+{CAh +CAbh)NA]-epCpNANE' -N;"nh)
'rod

Therefore the excess or injected carrier density at which excited erbium atom reaches the

threshold level of population inversion

[N;"hCAh(e, +ep +cpNJ+ N;"h (Co+cJ{r~ +(CAh+CAbh)NA}r

_[ {. ( )_ ( _' )}jN;"h(eo +ep +CpNJ[f+(CAh +CAhh)NAJ)]n1hn= 4 N£nhCAh\Cn+Cp cncpN£r N£nh rod

-epcpNA(N,., -N;nh)

-[ N;nhCAh(eo +ep +cpNJ+N;"hk +Cp){r~ + (CAh+CAbh)NA}]

Ix

2{N;"hCAh(Co+Cp)-cocp(N£, -N;".)}

The threshold current density is given by

J = n,h" L
tll eqq

r"
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APPENDIX-B

Derivation of EDS Laser Output Power

The rate equations for excited erbium atom and photon density are

(8.1 )

(B.2)

Before and at threshold, photon density in the cavity is negligible i.e., S '" O. At steady

state Eq. (B. I) leads to,

Probability of each Er site occupied by electron is given by [21]

J; = nEr = ep+cnn
I NE, en +ep +cnn+cpP

Combining Eqs. (B.3) & (B.4), we get
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=

NR

= DR

where

Putting p = n +NA

= (ep + cnn)(n + NJcpNE,

Carrier density and current density are related by the following expression

J'fln=-'-
L,qq

Inserting Eq. (B.7) in Eq. (B.6), we obtain

N
R = [epNA +(ep +cnNJJr'i +(Jr'i J'Cn]CpNE,L,qq L,qq

where

POI =epcpNA(L,qq)'

Po, = r'iL,qqcp(ep +c"NJ
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Now

D
II
= (ep + c"n)c pP +(_1_ +CAhP + CAbbNA )(e" + ep+ c"n+ Cpp)

r rud

= epcpp+npc"cp +_I_(e" +ep)+_I_(c"n+cpp)+CAb(e" +ep)p+npc"CAh + P'CAhC"
',ud 'rud

= epCp(n + NJ+ n(n + NJc"c p + _1_(e" + ep)+ _I_[c"n + cp(n + NJ]
rrad Trod

+ CAb(e. + ep)(n + NA)+ n(n + NA )C"CAb + (n + NJ' CAhCp+CAbh(e. + ep )NA
+ CAbhNAc"n +CAbhNAcp(n + NA)

= NACp(ep +_I_)+_I_{e. +ep)+NAe" +ep)(CAh +CAbh)+cpN;(CAb +CAbb)
rrad 'rad

+n[epC" +NA(c"cP +C"CAh + 2CAhCP)+CAbhNA(c" +cp)+_I_(c. +Cp)+CAb(e" +e}
'rad J

+n'[c"cp +CAh(C" +cp)]

(8.9)
Substituting Eg. (8.7) in Eg. (B.9),-we get

DR = NAcp(ep +_I_)+_I_{e. +ep)+NAe" +ep)(CAh +CAbh)+ cpN; (CAh +CAbh)
rrad 'rad

+ J", [epc" +NA(c"cP +C"CAh +2CAhCp)+CAbbNAc" +cp)+_I_(c. +cp)+CA"(e,, +e}
~q r~ J
J',' [ (),1+~ c"cp +CAh c" +cp j
~L,qqJ

I

(L,qq )'

where
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I'rom Egs. (8.5), (I3.8) (I3.10), we obtain

_ POI+ Po,J + P03J' N
po. + Po,J + P06J' £,

Neglecting the stimulated transition term from Eg. (B.2) at steady state we get,

(B. I I )

(J <J,h) (B.12)

This is the photon density inside the cavity before threshold due to spontaneous

emission. So the output power due to spontaneous emission is

(B. 13)

where
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After threshold, at steady state, from Eg. (B.l) we get

f, (N N.) N;'''h S 0
ICpP I:'r - /;"rth ---' --vgg1h =

7:I:'r

Now

Putting p = n +NA , Eg. (8.15) leads to

(ep +cnn)(n+NA)cp
= en +ep +n(cn +cp)+NAcP

epcpNA +n(ep +cnN-Jcp +n2cncp=--------~----
en +ep +NAcP +n(cn +cp)

Po, + po.J + P09J2=-------
~o +~,J

where

Po, =epcpNAL;qq2

Po. = T."L,qqcp(ep +cnNJ
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n -,
FO!) = cncpr.'1

-~o =L;"q'{e, +ep +N,;;cp)

~, =T."L",q(c, +cp)

Erbium (Er) life time:

1 I 1_
-=-+--
TEr Trad Tnonrad

I 1 I I
=--+-+-+-

'rad rAI rAb 'bl

I N(C C)CAhT."J=--+ A Ah + AM +---
T. rod L,qq

where

Using Eqs. (B.14), (B.17), (B.18), we obtain

(B.18)

s=
Po, + Po,J + Po,J' (N _ N' )- N' (p. P. J)

P. P. J E, ENh ENh Il + 13
10 + II

So the photon density inside the cavity after threshold is

N" - N;'."/.)- N:'-Nh(~O+ ~IJX~l + ~)J)
V.g'h(~O +~IJ)
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or,

[

{epcpNAL;qq2 +T"L",qcp(ep +cnNJI+cncpT.;,J2XNE' -N;"nh) j
S = __N;'nh {L;qcl' (en + ep + N ACJ+ T"L,qq(cn + Cp )(_1_ + N A(CAh +CAh!»+ !:.!i".'.c~'J)

'ruJ LCqq

,[ ',g"[L~q'kH, +N:',)+ {',L.,k H ,)jJJ]
(B.20)

Therefore, the laser output power after threshold is

P =S*V *a *hu*Volout g m
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APPENDIX-C

EDS Laser Frequency Response
The rate equations for excited erbium atom and photon density are

dN~,(t) f,c p(N - N~ (t)) N;',(t) v g(N' )s(t)
dIp I.r I.r g Ert rE,

dS(t) _ (N' )S() fJ N~,(t) s(t)---vgg H, t + -
dt Trod . Tp

The gain of the cavity medium depends on excited erbium atom and is given by (I]

where go is the gain cross-section. It is an intrinsic property of EDS and given by

From Eq. (C.i)

. dN~,(t) r (N _ N' ( ))dt J,cpP E, E, t

(C.i)

(C.2)

(C.3)

(CA)

(C.5)

iAt iow temperature, energy hack transfer can be neglected i.e., - '" O. Then above
T"

equation becomes

(C.6)
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We assume that Er is doped into the p-type silicon. Then

I I
-=CAhP and -=CAbhNA
TAr TAb

(C.7)

At high level of excitation, we ean assume n ""p. Converting carrier density into current

density using n =~J ,we get
L,qq

where,

T.
4 = f,c -'-'''0, ., P L,qq

( I I JA., - -+-
3 - Trad TAb

At steady state,

dN;,(I) 0
dl

~ A."J. (NE, - N;nh) - A."J.N;nh - A.,3N;Hh- v,g. (2N;nh - N E, )S. = 0

~ A."J. (NE, - N;nh) = A."J.N;nb +A.,3N;nh+v,g. (2N;"h - NE, )S. (C.9)

~ N;Hb(A."J. + A."J. + A.,3 + 2v,g.S.) = (A."J. + v,g.S. )NE,

From egn. (C.2)
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(C. I I )

At steady state, we get from Eq. (C. I I)

dS{I) = 0
dt

(2' N)S fJ N;"n" .So 0=:>vKgO Nr;nh- I:"r 0+ --.,--=
. 'md 'p

Small Signal Analysis:

(C.12)

(C13)

Let, J{I) = Jo +M{I)

S(t) = So+M{I)

(C.14a)

(C14b)

(C14c)

Substituting these in the Eq. (C.8)

~[N;'"" + ,w;,(t) J = .4",[Jo +M{I) J[NE, - N;'"" - ,w;.,{I) J -.4", [Jo +M(t) J[N;"" + ,w;,{I) Jdt

- v,go [2N;"" +2,w;, (I) - Nt', J[So +M{I)J -.4", [N;'"" + ,w;,(t) J

d[ . J [ .... J=:0 - ,wE,(t) =.4", JONE,+ NE,M{I) -JONE"" - NE"hM(t) -JO,wE,(t)- M(t),wE' (I)dr

-.4", [Jo,w;"" + Jo,w;,(t) +N;""M(t)+ M{I),w;,(t) J- .4",N;"" - .4",,w;,(I)
-v,go [( 2N;"h - NE, )So +2So,w;,(t) +(2N;"" - NE, )M{I) +2M(t),w;,(t) ]

(C.15)
Assuming.

M{I),w;,(t) '" 0 and

M{I),w;.,(t) '" 0

Then we get,

/',
'.

\
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~ [ 6N;', (I) J = Ao, [JoN" + N",M(I) -JON;'''h - N;''''hM(I) -Jo6N;',(1) J
- Ao, [JoN;". + Jo6N;', (I) + N;.,,,,M(I) ] - Ao,N;','h - Ao,6N;',(I)

- v,go [( 2N;'''h - Nf., )So + 2So6N;',(I) + (2N;"h - Ne,) M(I) ]

= Ao, [Jo (NI, - N;'''h) + (NI, - N;"h) M(I) -Jo6N;',(1) ]

- Au, [JON;'''h + Jo6N;', (I) + N;""t:J(I) J - Au,N;'"" - Au,6N;', (I)

- vggo [( 2N;"h - NE, )So + 2So6N;'-,(I)+ (2N;"" - NE, )M(i) ]

= Au, [ Au,Jo +Au,M(I) -Jo6N;,(t) J - Au, [JON;"h +Jo6N;,(t) +N;'.,.•M(I) J
-vggo [ Au,So + 2So6N;,(t) + Au,M(t) J - Au,N;"" - Au,6N;,(I)

= Au,Au,Jo +Au,Au,M(I) - Au,Jo6N;,(t) - Au,JoN;"h - Au,Jo6N;'.,(I) - Au,N;;"hM(I)

- Au,v.goSo - 2v.goSo6N;,(t) - Au,v.goM(I) - Au,N;"h - Au,6N;,(I)

(C.16)
where

From eqn (C.9)

Au,Jo (NE, - N;"h) = Au,JoN;nh + Au,N;"h + vggo (2N;"h - N£, )So
=:> Au,Au,Jo = Au,JoN;"h + Au,N;"h + A". vggoSo

From eqn (C.16) and (C.17)

(C.17)

d[ . J . . "dl 6NE,(t) = Au,JoNEn" +Au,NE"h +A".vggoSo + Au,Au,M(t) - Au,Jo6NE,(I) - Au,JoN Enh

- Au,Jo6N;,(t) - Au,N;"ht:J(t) - A".vggoSo - 2vggoSo6N;,(t)

- Au,vggoM(I) - Au,N;nh - Au,6N;,(t)

= Au,Au,M(I) - Au,Jo6N;,(I) - Au,Jo6N;,(I) - Au,N;-nht:J(I) - 2v,goSo6N;'.,(1)

- A".vggoM(I) - Au,6N;,(I)

= Au ,Au,t:J(1) - Au,Jo6N;, (I) - Au,Jo6N;, (t) - Au,N;nht:J(I) - 2vggoSo6N;;, (t)

- A".Vggo M(I) - Au,6N;-, (I)

= [ Au,Au, - Au,N;nh JM(I) - Au,vggoM(I) -[ 2vggoSo + (Au, + Au, )Jo+ Au, J6N;',(I)

where

= Au,M(I) - Au,M(1) - Au.6N;.,(I)
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From Eqs. (C.II) and (C.14), we obtain

~[So +M(t)] = vKgO [2N~n' + 2&<,(1) - NI, J[So +M(I) ]+L[N~", +M~,(t) J __ 1 [So+ t,S(,
~ ~ 'p
=> : [M(I)] = vggo[( 2N~", - NE,)So+2SoLlN~.,(I) +2M(I)LlN;', (I) + (2N;'''h - NE,) M(t) ]

f3. f3 . I I
+-NE"h +-LlNE,(t)--So --M(t)
'rad 'rud 'p 'p

(C.19)

Assuming M(t)LlN;,(t) '" 0, we get

~[M(t)] = vggo[( 2N;'", - NE,)So +2SoLlN;,(t) +( 2N;", - NE,)M(I) ] +L N;'''h+L LlN;,(I)m ~ ~
1 I

--So --M(I)
'p 'p

(') . (' ) f3.=vggo 2NE"h-NE, So+2VggoSOLlNE,(t)+Vggo2NE"h-NE, M(t)+-NE"h
'rad

f3 • I I+-LlNE,(t)--So --M(t)
'rod 'p 'p

(C.20)

where
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Differentiating Eg. (C.21) again

d' d d
dl' [,18(1)] = AIOdl [!1N:',(I) ]+A" dl [,18(1)]

= AIO[Av,tV(I)-Av,M(I)-AO')!1N:',(I)]+A" :[,18(1)]

= Av,AlOtV(I) - Av,AIOM(I) - Av,AIO!1N;,(I)+ A" ~[M(I)]
dl

Substitute the value of N;,(t) from Eg. (Co2!) into Eg.(C.22), we obtain

(C.22)

(C.23)

where

Let

d' [d ] d-, [,18(1)] = Av,AlOtV(t) - Av,AIOM(I) - ~ -{M(t)} - A"M(I) + A" -[ M(t)]m m m
d' d

:=;. -, [,18(1)] = Av,AlOtV(t) - (Av, - A" )-[ M(t)] -( Av,AIO- ~A" ),18(1)
dl dl

d' d
:=;. -, [,18(1)] +( ~ - A" )-[ M(t)]+( Av,AIO- ~A" ),18(1) = Av,AlOtV(t)dl dl

d' d
:=;. -, [,18(1)] + A12 -[ M(t)] + A13M(t) = A

14
tV(t)

dl dl

A'2 = Av, - A"

A13 = Av. A,. - Av,A"

,18(I) = ,18(w lei'"~

and M(I) = M(w)ei'"

(C.24a)

(C.24b)

Putting these in Eg. (C.23)

d' . d
dl' [M(w )eJ

"" ] + A12 dl [ ,18«(0 )ej
'" ] + A13M(w)eJ'" = A14tV (w)ej'"
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Therefore, small signal transfer function is

M(w) _ LlS(w)
M(w)

At w =0,

A"
(AIJ - w') + jwA12

(C.25)

Normalized Transfer function

(C.26)

Now

AIJ = Ac, AIO - Ac9A"

= Ac,A,o - Ac9AII

(C.27)

= vggo (ZN;". -NE, )[L+ ZVggOSO]-[ZVggOSO + (/,cp +CA.)~JO +_I_+_I_][VggO(ZN;.". _ N,.,)-
Trod Ltqq rrod rAh

(C.28)
From Eg. (C.9)

Ac,Jo (NE, - N;".) = Ac,JoN;". +Ac,N;". + vggo (ZN;". - NE, )So

Substituting the value of Jo into Eg. (C.28), we obtain
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(C.30)

So the relaxation oscillation frequency

{(),= ~ An

v,go (2N;". - NE,){L+ 2V,gOSo}- {V,go(2N;". - NE,) __ 1 }
trad rp

(_1_ + _1_)N;". + v,go (2N;". - NE, )So
trod TAb

j,cp(NE, -N;".)-CA.N;".

(C.3! )

Damping coefficient:

y= All

=,4", -A"
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(C.32)

•
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APPENDIX-D
Flowchart for Transient Characteristics of Excited Er atom and
Photon Density for Step Input

Initialize the parameters
such as T, Ner, Sn, Sp,
Eg, T, C, NA etc.

Calculate Cn, Cp, En,
Ep, Vg, go, Nerth etc.

Define the time step and
Initial conditions for
N~ (I) and S(t)

Calculate increment
values w~and M

Calculate

N~ (I) =N~,,<+W;'
and S(I) = S'oc + M

Set, N~,oc = N~ (I)
and S'oc = S(I)

Set. / :;;;:'''If: + time step
and /,m:= I

84
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inc = initial condition
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